No sooner was this ambitious scheme proposed than we abandoned it
After sending out the circular we decided we would do better to stick to
what we already had than to go too far institutional or 'educational'. I had
certain qualifications 5 Olgivanna had others to add to mine. So we put our
heads, as well as our hearts, together, simplified it all to come within our
immediate capacities, so we thought, and wisely cut down possible mem-
bership to twenty-three. But the foregoing text — text by no means simple
enough — was nevertheless sent out. It had the effect we hoped for and
intended. Twenty-three young men and women brought twenty-three
times six hundred and fifty dollars — one year each — to work it out at
Taliesin. And a fair cross-section of Young America assembled there
October 1, 1952, eager to go to work at something— ill-prepared for any-
thing except academic study of some sort. Least of all for the Freedom
Taliesin had to offer.
TO THE ENEMY
Since we had now started something, supplementing the foregoing
statement, the following letter replying to a Manifesto issued at that time
by the Beaux Arts of the United States was directed to the heads of the
'Beaux Arts7 schools. The letter was mailed with a request to post the
letter where students might see it, should the institution bo so inclined,
In some cases it was so posted.
The reader understands quite well by now that the servile Beaux Arts
societies in these United States would be anathema to any ideal of indi-
genous usonian culture.
If this dull lack of indigenous culture ('pattern*) in the fabric of our
weaving is not wrong then should we be content with no pattern at all?
Better off sterile? None will say so. As the matter stands we cannot afford
to lose one single strand native or natural to our growth as a free nation
or allow one fresh attempt to build it that may be destroyed by the old
patterns and prejudices we jealously drag along. In this cultural lag we
have completely stultified instead of inspired the to-and-fro of mere
artifice that we are fond of calling Standardization. If we do allow this
cultural back-drag to be 'Art' much longer, there can be no life of the
Spirit left in our weaving. We can never have the inspiring culture of our
own that can lift these inevitable routine standardizations above the belt,
because Civilization is truly this matter of inspired and inspiring pattern
(culture) in the social fabric (our society).
Civilization is this affair of Pattern,
A witty Frenchman has said of us: 'The United States of America is the
only nation to plunge from barbarism to degeneracy with no culture in
between.*
is the reply to the innuendo 'by circular* of the Manifesto of the
JBeaux Arts in the U.S.A.:
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